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HESPERIA 79 (2010) 
Pages 541-554 

GREEK VERSE ON A VASE 
BY DOURIS 

ABSTRACT 

A schoolroom scene on an Attic red-figure kylix painted by Douris (Berlin, 
Antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen 2285) presents two interdependent 
problems of reading. One concerns the text on the scroll held up by the teacher: 
is it in hexameters or lyric, and is it part of a preexisting poem or an ad hoc 
composition by the painter? The second problem is iconographical: how is 
the viewer to interpret the action? Here it is argued that the verse is meant to 
be an epic hexameter and that its mistakes are to be attributed to the student, 
rather than to Douris. 

The exterior of a well-known Athenian red-figure kylix painted ca. 490- 
485 b.c. by the artist Douris is decorated with four scenes set in a school- 
room (Figs. 1, 2).1 On each side a lesson involving a text balances one 

involving a musical instrument.2 Students, teachers, pedagogues, and per- 
haps teachers' assistants (hypodidaskaloi) are nicely arrayed, so that no one 
scene exactly mirrors another. Some figures stand, some sit; some face 
left, some right; one turns backward; and one seated figure faces front. 
A musical instrument hangs on the wall behind one of the text scenes, 

1. Berlin, Antikensammlung, Staat- 
liche Museen 2285: CVA Deutsch- 
land 21, Berlin 2, pl. 77; ARV2 431- 
432, no. 48, 1653; Paralipomena 374; 
Beazley Addenda2 237; CAVI 2^0 = 
Buitron-Oliver 1995, p. 78, no. 88, 
pl. 58. Earlier studies include Beazley 
1948, pp. 337-338; Chamoux 1970; 
Booth 1985; Palumbo Stracca 1994. 
The date is that of Beazley (1948, 
p. 337), who, partly on the basis of style 
and partly because of the appearance 
(twice) of Hippodamas as a kalos name 
in the interior, places it in the third of 
Douris's four periods (ARV2, 425-426). 
Buitron-Oliver (1995, p. 23) assigns it 
to the painter s "middle" period. For the 

several vases by Douris inscribed with 
the name Hippodamas, see Wegner 
1968, pp. 76-87. 

For help of various sorts I am grate- 
ful to Miles Beckwith, Ettore Cingano, 
Daniela Colomo, Raffaella Cribiore, 
Jaap Hemelrijk, Regina Höschele, Henry 
Immerwahr, Günther Koepke, Kenneth 
Lapatin, Andrew Lear, Joel Lidov, Carol 
Mattusch, Bernd Seidensticker, and Alan 
Shapiro. I also benefited from the use- 
ful suggestions offered by audiences in 
Berlin, Boston, and Washington, D.C., 
as well from the advice of the Hesperia 
referees and editors. Photographs were 
supplied by and are used with the 
permission of the Antikensammlung, 

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. 
2. See further Birt 1907, pp. 138- 

139; Havelock 1982, pp. 201-203; 
Blanck 1992, pp. 24-25; Neils and Oak- 
ley 2003, pp. 245-246; Steiner 2007, 
p. 190. We are probably to imagine these 
several isolated actions taking place at 
the same time and place in a "unified" 
narrative, as Shapiro (1992, p. 38) calls 
it; see further Snodgrass 1982. The 
question has been raised whether the 
same teacher and the same student have 
been depicted more than once, but 
Booth (1985) argues convincingly that 
we are expected to understand that each 
of the students and teachers is repre- 
sented by a stylized likeness. 

© The American School of Classical Studies at Athens 
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542 DAVID SIDER 

Figure 1. Attic red-figure kylix, 
ca. 490-485, Douris. Sides A (top) 
and B (bottom). Berlin, Antiken- 

sammlung, Staatliche Museen 2285. 
Courtesy Antikensammlung, Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin. Photos U. Jung 
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GREEK VERSE ON A VASE BY DOURIS 543 

Figure 2. Berlin, Antikensammlung, 
Staatliche Museen 2285, detail of 
side A. Courtesy Antikensammlung, 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. Photo I. Geske 

while an unopened roll hangs behind one of the music scenes. The painter 
of the vase has identified himself by writing AOPIX EITAOIEN (Aoûpiç 
eypavj/ev) in the tondo.3 

In one of the scenes on side A, a seated teacher holds an open scroll 

containing a poetic text (Fig. 2) in front of a standing student. The text 
raises interesting questions about Greek poetry, dialects, and letter forms, 
as well as how the scene as a whole should be understood. In the following 
discussion, I offer some brief comments on the text and the scene in which 
it is set, arguing that Douris has intentionally incorporated at least one (and 
perhaps more than one) mistake in the verse for the delight of his viewers, 
and that the reading of the verse is related to the reading of the scene itself. 

TEXT AND COMMENTARY 

Since Douris clearly wanted us to read the poem, let us follow his lead, 
beginning with a literal transcription of the letters on the vase: 

MOIIAMOI 
AOIIKAMANAPON 
EYPQNAPXOMAI 
AEINAEN 

No word is divided between lines. It appears that an initial attempt at 
writing stoichedon soon had to be modified, since the generous spacing 
of the first line could not be maintained; even so, apart from the first alpha 

3. Here and throughout I regularly 
transliterate inscriptions into post- 
Euclidean forms. The most thorough 
discussion of the artist is that of 
Buitron-Oliver (1995). It should per- 
haps be noted that a Greek name with 
a nominative ending in -iç can, without 

further determination, belong to either 
a man or a woman, and it has been 
suggested that Douris the vase painter 
was in fact a woman; see Hauser 1902, 
col. 1581; Buitron-Oliver 1995, p. 1. 
The somewhat damaged tondo depicts 
an image of a young athlete, perhaps 

adjusting his sandals. Blanck (1992, 
pp. 24-25) suggests that this figure 
represents gymnastike, which, together 
with the instances of mousike and 
grammata on the exterior, fills out 
the trivium of Greek paideia. 
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544 DAVID S I DER 

of APXOMAI, lines 2-4 try to conform to a roughly stoichedon alignment. 
With the introduction of word division and diacritical marks, and a few 
other adjustments discussed in detail below, the passage can be "cleaned 

up" to read Moíaá uoi à<u>(pi IicáuavÔpov éúppoov âp%o|T àeí{v}ôeiv, 
almost every word of which is of interest for some combination of literary, 
orthographical, phonological, dialectical, and metrical reasons. Although 
at first glance the line looks like a dactylic hexameter, earlier editors have 
classified it as lyric.4 

Moîaoc: Moîaa is the Aeolic form of Attic/Ionic Moîaa ("Muse"), but 
it is regularly used by Pindar, Stesichoros, Bacchylides, and other poets who 
write lyric poetry in the Doric dialect.5 The remaining words are equally 
at home in Attic/Ionic and Doric. The exact dialectic and poetic status of 
forms in -oiaoc is not entirely clear, but Rudolf Wächter makes a good case 
for "the possibility of a Lesbian dactylic-hexametric tradition of prayers, 
probably combined with hymns to gods, which influenced the archaic Greek 
world in general."6 For the moment, therefore, we should leave open the 
question of the genre of the poem. 

Early Greek poets (and later ones who imitated them) typically begin 
their poems with an appeal to a Muse, and Douris s verse too will have 
been understood as the first line of a poem. The Odyssey famously begins 
ávôpcc uoi ëvverce Moîaa, but closer in form to the poem on the vase are 
the following Archaic and Classical comparanda, chosen from a larger 
group.7 (In the discussion that follows, these passages will be referred to 
by letter alone.) 

(a) Horn. Hymn Pan. 19.1: ócuípí uoi 'Epueícco (píÀ,ov yóvov evverce, 
Moîaa 

(b) Horn. Hymn Pos. 22.1: àuxpi Iloaeiôácova, 0eòv ueyav, âpxo|u' 
àeíôeiv 

(c) Horn. Hymn Diosc. 33.1: aucpi Aiòç Koúpouç è^uccímiôeç carceie 
Moûaai 

(d) Terpander 1 (PMG 697): àu(pí uoi aímç ava^ö' eKaxf|ßo^ov 
àeiôéxco (ppf|v 

4. It was printed as adespota 30A by 
Bergk (1882) and as Stesichoros 26 by 
Diehl (1925), and included, along with 
other poetic passages found on vases, 
among the anonyma by Page (PMG 
93 8e), all of whom take it as a lyric 
(melic) poem, as does Campbell (1993, 
pp. 358-359, no. 938e), who essentially 
follows Page. I shall return to the ques- 
tion of meter below. For writing on 
vases in general, see Snodgrass 2000; 
Steiner 2007, pp. 74-93; for a study of 
the earliest examples, see Webster 1960; 
Osborne and Pappas 2007. 

5. Cf. Herodian, Ilepi icupicov 
ra! £7ti9éTG)v Kai TtpoOTiyopiKcòv 3.2 

(pp. 1.29-2.1 Lentz): Apyeîoi ôè Xé- 
yovai juóvcra, AioXeîç //oferor, cbv eoxi 
nivôapoç, ÄTTtKol ôè rai "Icoveç Kai 

S/upaKoúaioi ¿lovera, AaKcoveç ¿icôaa Kai 
oi ueiavevéaiepoi AaKcoveç aveu 
to Gjucòa. ("Argives say monsa; Aeo- 
lians moisa, among whom is Pindar [!]; 
Athenians, Ionians, and Syracusans say 
mousa; Spartans môsa, while later Spar- 
tans omit the sigma and say môa "This 
last word should perhaps be understood 
as ßcoa, môha; cf. Ahrens 1843, pp. 74- 
79.) When the original combination of 
an w-sound and i-sound became gen- 
erally unstable in Greek, one of the two 
(here the nasal) disappeared, while the 
preceding syllable, at first long only "by 
position" because of the following two 
consonants, was kept long by length- 
ening the short vowel to a long vowel 
or diphthong; that is, ö > õ (which came 
to be written as co or ou). In late Lako- 

nian the sigma itself, now intervocalic, 
was also dropped, perhaps leaving a 
trace in the form of a rough breathing. 
Diphthongization in ai and oi was a 
secondary phenomenon in Aeolic and 
some forms of Doric (Cyrenaean and 
Elean); cf. Méndez Dosuna 2007, 
pp. 450-451. For Pindar's use of uoîaa, 
see Verdier 1972, pp. 21-33, 124-127. 

6. Wächter 2001, p. 341. 
7. For invocations in prayers and 

hymns in general (and even a brief 
address and request from a poet to a 
Muse qualifies as such a prayer), see 
Furley and Bremer 2001, vol. 1, 
pp. 50-64. For literary invocations to 
Muses in particular, see Faulkner 2008, 
pp. 71-72. 
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GREEK VERSE ON A VASE BY DOURIS 545 

(e) Eur. Tro. 511-514 (beginning of a choral ode): 
GC|I(pí JLIOV "IÀ10V, CO 

MoCooc, mivcov i5|ivcov 
ocoov a')v ôaicpúoiç coôcxv émicriôeiov 

(f) Ar. Nub. 594-596 (beginning of a choral ode): 
ócuqu uoi ame Ooiß 

' 
ävcxi; 

Ar'kie, K')0iav ë'xcov 
')'|/iKépaTa Tiéxpav 

uoi: To be taken as a matter of course with a following verb (here apxo- 
ucu), not with Moîaa (see below). Enclitics tend to occur at the earliest 

possible position in their clauses, often intruding into alien syntactic units 

(Wackernagers law); cf. texts a, d, e, and f, above, and note especially Eur. 

Hipp. 10-13, where the ue in line 10 (ó yáç> ue [se. Ä(ppo8vcr|v] ©riaécoç 
naie, . . .) is not accounted for until line 13 (Äiyei midaTTiv).8 Texts a, d, 
e, and f are enough to show that uoi should not be elided like ccp^oum 
(see below). 

à<u>(pí: The use of àuipí + accusative to designate the subject of the 

song in question does not occur in Homer, where the preposition has only 
a local sense. The later meaning appears first in the Homeric Hymns (e.g., 
Horn. Hymn Herrn. 57). Douris s subject is the river Skamandros, close to 

Troy, and in the texts cited above the subjects are a god (b, c, d), a god's 
birth (a), and Troy (e). Since scribes, on whatever surface they write, often 

spell words the way they pronounce them, the omitted mu in this word, like 
the added nu in àeíjvjôeiv (see below), need not be regarded as arbitrary 
misspellings.9 The restoration óc<u>(pí accords with standard editorial 

practice, but à<v>(pí is just as likely at this date, as the evidence collected 
in Henry Immerwahr s corpus of vase inscriptions (CAVI) shows. Note, 
however, the spelling Au(p[rcprcr|] on another vase by Douris.10 

ImuocvSpov: The initial Ik- in this word regularly fails to make a pre- 
ceding short syllable long in early epic; otherwise the word could not be 
accommodated to a hexameter line. Cf. //. 12.21 xe Zmuccvôpoç; Hes. Theog. 
345 xë Imuavôpov; and, in //. 7.329, at line-end, the very words found 
on the vase, èúppoov àuipi Imuavôpov (where àuipí, as noted above, has a 

purely local meaning).11 If we similarly scan ecu^í Iicáuavôpov in the text on 
the vase, and read EYPQN as éúppoov (see below), the result is a hexameter 
line. Outside of epic, there is no metrical necessity for the preceding syllable 
to remain short; see, e.g., Aesch.^ig. 511 rcapã Imuavôpov; Cho. 366 napã 
Imuávopoi) (spoken and lyric iambs, respectively). 

Thanks to the many references in Homer, an ancient audience, in- 

cluding the schoolboy in Douris s painting, would have recognized the name 

8. Wackernagel 1920, pp. 7-8; Col- 
linge 1985, pp. 217-219. 

9. for omitted nasals in particular, 
see Kretschmer 1894, pp. 161-166; 
Threatte 1980, p. 488; Wächter 2001, 
p. 234 (citing, among other examples, 
A<u>(puxpeoc and A<u>(pi<x>prca). 
Note also an Athenian graffito of the 
late 6th century, Tíiocç òaa)<u>tuóvikoç 

KotTCXTtÚYCov ("Titas is a world-class 

butt-boy," ^gora XXI, no. C 5), and an 
ostrakon with the name <I>atax<v>6[o] 
(Agora XXV, no. 642). My translation 
of the graffito differs from Lang's, who 
takes the adjective with Titas rather 
than with KaxaTcoycov. 

10. See n. 50, below. 
11. West (1966, p. 98, on Hes. 

Theog. 345) suggests that the variant 
KdcuavÔpov may lie behind this odd 
scansion. Cf. Hainsworth (1993, 
pp. 319-320, on //. 12.21), who thinks 
that the oddity is explained by sheer 
metrical necessity, as if Homer did not 
have the option of composing a verse 
using the name Xanthos, Skamandros's 
more metrically tractable alias, instead. 
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546 DAVID SIDER 

of this river around Troy. What, though, would be the story of Skaman- 
dros separate from that of the Trojan War? Apollodoros (Bib/. 3.12.1-3) 
employs a personified Skamandros as a mere placeholder in early Trojan 
genealogy, where he is said to be the father of three children: Teucer; 
Kallirhoe, who married Tros, the eponymous hero of the city; and Strymo, 
who married Laomedon. The only Homeric episode involving the river 
god is his exciting battle with Achilles in //. 21.211-382, which may well 
have provided another poet with the material for a separate and presumably 
shorter tale.12 The depiction on vases of many episodes from the Trojan 
War not found in our text of the Iliad suggests that there were more poems 
on this subject than survive in the literary record.13 

éúppoov: Aside from the fact that this (or euppoov) is the only form of 
the word found in all of Greek poetry in any meter (in the nominative, 
genitive, or accusative; it never appears in the dative), metrical considerations 
alone require understanding EYPÍ2N as a four-syllable word, at least if the 
line is correctly interpreted as a dactylic hexameter. (The form éúppcov, 
even if it were acceptable in another context, is unlikely in this position of 
a hexameter, since it would violate Naeke's Law: no word end, except for a 
forward-looking monosyllable, after a spondaic fourth foot.) The writing 
of a single consonant for a double has many parallels in inscriptions and on 
vases, including other examples by Douris (see below on metrics). Although 
the letter omega was developed about 650 b.c. in Ionia, it seems not to 
have been used much in Athens until the last third of the 6th century, and 
it was not made an official part of the Attic alphabet until the late 400s.14 
Its occurrence here, standing for omicron + omicron, can be explained as a 
phonological spelling, if Douris, like many in Athens, pronounced the two 
short vowels as one long syllable. This closed 0 sound was originally written 
with a single omicron, and later with an omicron and upsilon (a so-called 
spurious diphthong; cf., e.g., the crasis of ÔTiAóouev > ÔTi^oCjuev), but in 
several early instances in inscriptions, on ostraka, and on vases, the sound 
is spelled with an omega.15 Note that Douris spelled his own name on this 
vase as AOPII (which, if it were a woman's name, would conventionally 
be spelled Acopíç). 

apxou': As is often the case in inscribed verses, the scribe has here writ- 
ten out in full (scriptio plena) a form (ap^ouoci) that for metrical reasons 
would have been elided in performance.16 Middle/passive forms ending 
in the diphthong -oci are regularly elided in epic verse, but this particular 

12. See RE IIIA, 1927, cols. 431- 
434, s.v. Skamandros (F. Münzer). Pho- 
tios (Bibl. codex 186, p. 140bl6-18 
Bekker) states that Priam sent two of 
Hector s sons, Skamandros and Oxy- 
nios, to Lydia for safekeeping as Troy 
was falling. This would have allowed 
scope for a story about the former s 
exploits on reaching maturity, but of 
course a human member of the family 
would not be described as "flowing" (in 
epic at least; for a later, metaphoric use 
of the adjective, see Suda, s.v. àu(pitax(pfj 

[defined as õucÀrôv]: Öxe Kai eîôov 
ctvöpcoTcov ei)ppo')v te äua Kai àucpi- 
Xacpfj xfiv Ôiávoiav rcpòç xàç 7ioA.ixiKaç 
á^riyriaeiç; "When I saw a man both 
eurrhous and duplicitous in his political 
explanations"). 

13. There are other reasons as well 
for the discrepancies between textual 
and artistic sources; Lowenstam (1997, 
p. 37) notes in particular that "painters 
did not see themselves as illustrators of 
poems." 

14. See Jeffery 1990, pp. 37-38, 428, 

471; Heubeck 1979, pp. 93, 126; Im- 
merwahr 1990, pp. 165-168; D'An- 
gour 1999; Hildebrandt 2006, p. 89. 
The earliest-known omega occurs 
on a mid-6th-century graffito abece- 
darium found in the Samian Heraion, 
now in the Archaeological Museum 
in Vathy (Jeffery 1990, pl. 79:7). 

15. Threatte 1980, pp. 47-49; 
Immerwahr 1990, p. 167. 

16. Cf. Heubeck 1979, p. 163; 
Wächter 2001, pp. 246-247. 
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two-word phrase, apxoji' àeí8ew, is never found in Homer or Hesiod, or 
indeed anywhere else in Greek literature, except for the Homeric Hymns, 
where it occurs eight times, always at line end, and in all cases but one in the 
first line of the hymn.17 Douris elides this syllable in a poetic tag on a cup 
in Munich as well, where ox> ôúvccu' ox> may be a variant of the beginning 
of Theognis 939: o') Ôúvccum (pcovíi Xíyy cceiÔéjiev coarcep ar|Scov.18 

àeí{v)ôeiv: Threatte notes that this is one of only a very few Greek 
words not of foreign origin with a parasitic nasal.19 Immerwahr suggests that 
the painter somehow kept the missing nasal of a<u>(p! in mind, restoring 
it to the text in this word.20 This seems fanciful to me, but Threatte thinks 
that it "has perhaps a small chance of being correct." 

SETTING AND INTERPRETATION 

If this were a photograph taken in an actual schoolroom, we might assume 
that the teacher is holding up a text from which the student has been asked 
to read aloud. This may, in fact, be what Douris intended, although there are 
similar scenes on other vases in which it is quite clear that the student cannot 
see the text held by the teacher. Artists, however, whose works need not be 

strictly documentary, often present images in such a way that information is 

conveyed to the viewer in an "unrealistic" manner.21 Here it is quite possible 
that the ancient viewer would have interpreted the scene as one in which 
the student has been asked to recite from memory; although the teacher 
holds the text open before him for reference, it would be understood that 

17. Horn. Hymn 2.1, 3.8, 4.1, 5.1, 
6.1, 7.1, 8.1, 9.1. 1 believe that the 
painter of a hydria in Athens with a 
scene showing Sappho reading from 
a book roll (National Museum 1260: 
ARV2 1060, no. 145; CAVI 764) in- 
tended to write these same words, 
although what he seems to have writ- 
ten instead, again in scriptio plena, is 
àpxoum AINANTTIN. The final let- 
ters are poorly formed, but they may 
be meant to represent àeíôeiv (again 
with a nasal infix?); cf. Immerwahr 
1964, p. 26. Thus, the text can be 
understood as the beginning and end 
of a dactylic hexameter: Tjepicov énécov 
[w _ w] âpxou' àeíôeiv. Beazley 
(1928, p. 11, n. 2) more cautiously 
reads apxouot • ax • • v • x • v, where the 
interpuncts represent "misshapen and 
uncertain letters." Another possibility, 
suggested by Joel Lidov (pers. comm.), 
is to read aièv àeíôeiv, which appears 
at line-end in Hes. Theog. 34. The line- 
endings àpx(í>ue6' àeíôeiv (Hes. Theog. 1) 
and ap^ou' àeíôeiv (Theoc. 22.25) are 
also found. Note that the artist seems 

to have given up at the point where 
Sappho's thumb and hand begin to 
cover the exposed writing surface of the 
papyrus, suggesting that for one reason 
or another, he did not attempt to indi- 
cate that there were letters in àeíôeiv 
(if that was indeed the intended word) 
obscured by Sappho's hand. 

18. Munich, Staatliche Antiken- 
sammlungen 2646: ARV2 437, 
no. 128; Buitron-Oliver 1995, p. 83, 
no. 173, pl. 96. The attribution to 
Theognis, who begins lines 361 and 
695 in the same way, was first sug- 
gested by Hartwig (1893, p. 258, n. 8), 
and is accepted by Young (1961) in 
the apparatus of his edition. In a very 
similar scene on a calyx krater by Eu- 
phronios, the words coming from the 
singing symposiast s mouth form what 
is probably a hipponacteum: "QrcoAAov, 
oé xe Kai uámi<pav> [se. 'Ápxeuiv] 
(Munich, Staatliche Antikensamm- 
lungen 8935 [olim 2419]: ARV2 16- 
17, 1619, no. 17; Paralipomena 322; 
CAVI 5363; cf. Shapiro 1995, pp. 212- 
214.) 

19. Threatte 1980, pp. 488-489. 
20. Immerwahr 1964, p. 19, n. 1. 
21. An excellent example of this 

appears on a bell krater of ca. 470 b.c. 
by the Pan Painter (Boston, Museum of 
Fine Arts 10.185: ARV2 550, no. 1), on 
which dogs are shown attacking a man 
while the goddess Artemis looks on. As 
the presence of the goddess proves, the 
viewer is expected to interpret the scene 
as the death of Aktaion, who at the 
time of the attack had already been 
transformed into a stag. Were Aktaion 
shown entirely in animal form, the 
viewer would not know that this is not 
an ordinary hunting scene. For further 
examples of the ways in which vase 
paintings may be interpreted, see, 
among many others, Connelly 1993; 
Stansbury-O'Donnell 1999; Steiner 
2007. For the particular problems fac- 
ing artists wishing to portray metamor- 
phosis, see Buxton 2009, pp. 76-109 
(ch. 3, "Visual Arts"); Frontisi-Ducroux 
2003, pp. 99-105, 116-118 (for Aktaion 
in particular). 
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the student is unable to see it.22 Later in the 5th century, another student, 
Pheidippides the son of Strepsiades in Aristophanes' The Clouds, complained 
that he had been made to learn to sing (ocggci) the lyrics of Simonides, prob- 
ably in a classroom setting much like that depicted by Douris.23 

Similarly unrealistic is the way in which the painter, in order to present 
the text to the viewer as clearly as possible, has changed its orientation. In 
all known literary texts on papyrus rolls, the text is laid out in columns with 
the lines parallel to the edges of the roll. By rotating the text shown here 
by 90 degrees, Douris allows the teacher to hold the roll more naturally 
in the plane of the image, without having one arm obscure the letters.24 
Actual examples of texts written in this fashion (chartae transversae) date 
only from the Christian era, and none is a literary work.25 

We can now consider the line as a whole. When adjusted to correct for 
the simple and common phonetic errors that led to the omitted and intru- 
sive nasals, the scriptio plena, and the misspelled EYPÍ2N, the line read- 
ily forms a dactylic hexameter (with the metrical feet set off by vertical lines): 

Moíaá |ioi I occupi Iicál^avôpov étóppoov I âp%o|x' àleíôew. 

Metrically, it is unimpeachable. All caesurae are in the preferred positions 
(after |ioi, Iicáuavôpov, and eúppoov), and the line violates none of the 
so-called laws - norms would be a better term - that observe where word 
divisions regularly occur or are avoided.26 Dactylic hexameters such as this 
one, consisting entirely of dactyls (except of course for the final spondee), 
make up fewer than 20% of the verses in early epic, but that is no basis 
for objection here.27 

Denys Page prints the text exactly as I have (PMG 938e), but he evi- 
dently interpreted the meter differently, since he explicitly states that, in 
gathering a few verses from vases, he has excluded dactylic verse.28 He 
may have scanned the final iota in cc|Li(pi as long before the two following 
consonants, which produces a line that can be read as chopher2d, that is, a 
choriamb followed by a pherecratean with a two-dactyl insertion (enclosed 
below in angle brackets): 

- V-» 'J - I - w < - '*j v^> - 'j v_/> - 'j v_y - - 

Moíaá |ioi àjLupi Xmjxavopov éúppoov apioja' àeíôeiv.29 

22. So, e.g., Immerwahr 1964, p. 19 
("The boy seems to be reciting, the 
teacher checking"); Lissarague 1990, 
p. 138. See also Havelock 1982, pp. 201- 
203. For other scenes in which one 
person holds a scroll while he, she, or 
another recites, see Immerwahr 1973. 
In one, a red-figure kylix of about 
460 b.c. by the Sabouroff Painter, a boy 
recites while a woman who may be his 
mother clearly holds the text so that 
he cannot see it (Amsterdam, Allard 
Pierson Museum 8210: ARV2 838, 
no. 27). There are, however, enough 
variations on the theme that no one 
example can be used to determine the 

interpretation of the scene painted by 
Douris. 

23. Ar. Nub. 1355-1356. Similarly 
unhappy are the boy who "learns to 
sing badly" in Aristophanes' Banqueters 
{Daitales fr. 225 K-A) and the one who 
"strains" to sing a song to Apollo in 
Herodass Schoolmaster (3.33-34). 

24. So Birt 1907, p. 139; Palumbo 
Stracca 1994, p. 123, n. 10. Contrast 
the representation of Sappho on the 
hydria in Athens (n. 17, above). For a 
survey of the positions in which rolls 
are held on vases, see Immerwahr 1964, 
p. 38. Birt also points out (pp. 138-139) 
that where the scroll is still rolled up, at 

the top and the bottom as the teacher 
holds it, all four scroll-ends extend im- 
possibly outward on both sides to the 
left and right. 

25. See Turner 1978, pp. 26-53. 
26. On these laws (Meyer s, Naeke s, 

Hilbergs, etc.), see West 1982, pp. 35- 
39; Sicking 1993, pp. 69-82. 

27. For the statistics of verse types, 
see Raalte 1986, p. 36. 

28. PMG, p. 505. 
29. Note the similar metrical scheme 

in Pindar 01. 1.2 = 13, "crpher2d. Pa- 
lumbo Stracca (1994, p. 127) strangely 
scans the line on the vase as hemiepes 
+ reizianum. Bergk (1882, p. 696), 
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The treatment of the line as melic can be justified by the form Moîgcc, 
which (as noted above) is common in Aeolic and Doric lyric poetry. It was 
also used by at least one writer of dactylic verse, the early epic poet Eumelos 
of Corinth (8th-7th century b.c.): tco yòtp 'Iôcouáxa koctccGúuioç enleio 
Moîaa ("the Muse was well disposed to Zeus of Ithome," PMG 696.1). 
Since, however, this fragment is said to come from zprosodion (a song sung 
by a chorus on approach to a god, here Apollo), it must be regarded as a not 
uncommon example of lyric dactyls.30 If the same is true of Douris's verse, 
it would indeed belong in editions of lyric poetry. On the whole, however, 
given its subject matter, it seems likely that the verse on the cup was meant 
to be read as a dactylic hexameter, rather than a lyric.31 

While the verse is metrically competent, syntactically it is such a disas- 
ter that it could never have been composed by a Greek poet. Two con- 
structions overlap in the middle of the line like paths in an Escher print, 
and only the central prepositional phrase, ócjicpi Imuocvôpov èúppoov, can go 
with both. The combination of uoi and aproam is an especially bad fit.32 The 

opening words, Moîcxx uoi occupi Imuocvôpov èúppoov ("Muse, to me of the 
well [= "rapidly"] flowing Skamandros"), lead one to expect an imperative, 
as in the opening lines of the Iliad and Odyssey, and in passages a, c, d, 
and e above. The second half of the line, however, ócucpì Lmuavôpov èúppoov 
âpxou' àeíôeiv ("I begin to sing of the rapidly flowing Skamandros"), sub- 
stitutes an entirely different construction; compare the first words of pas- 
sages b, d, and e, as well as the many examples of âp%ou' àeíôeiv in the 

reading the unlikely form evppcov 
(see above) and interpreting the verse 
as melic, does not indicate how he 
would scan it, but it would seem to be 
chopher ad. 

30. Tot prosodia, cf. Ax. Av. 852- 
854: GDUTtocpaivéaaç ëxœ I rcpoaóôia 
ueyáXa aeuvà rcpociévai oeoîaiv; Suda, 
s.v. Tcpoaóôia: oüxco ôè êXeyov xàç rcpo- 
aayouévaç xoíç 9eoíç rcourcáç. Kai rcpo- 
aóÔia xà eiç rcavT|Yt>peiç 6eôv rcoiriuaxa 
7tapà xcov ^DpiKcov tayoueva. On lyric 
dactyls, see West 1982, pp. 98, 128- 
132. On Eumelos, see Bowra 1963. 

31. It may also be significant that 
dactylic verses occur several times on 
vases: cf., e.g., a lekythos from the 
Seyrig collection, Paris (ARV2 452, in 
the manner of Douris; CAVI 6767) 
with 'Epufj<v> àeíÔco (Horn. Hymn 
Herrn. 18.1), on which see Beazley 
1948; 1950, pp. 318-319; and n. 33, 
below. These are literary quotations; 
for ad hoc compositions, cf. the fol- 
lowing: (1) a 6th-century Corinthian 
aryballos with a hexameter that de- 
scribes a scene of a young boy dancing 
(Corinth C-54-1: CEG 452; Wächter 
2001, pp. 44-47, no. COR 17): n^ppíaç 

rcpoxopeixSuevoç* œùxoû ôé poi oXna 
("Pyrwias dancing; [this is] his very 
own olpe"). The sigma of npoxopeuó- 
uevoç must be doubled in pronunciation 
to make the preceding syllable metri- 
cally long, as often in Homer and other 
epic. (For a different view of this in- 
scription, see Boegehold 1965.) (2) An 
Attic oinochoe of the late 8th century 
(the "Dipylon jug") (IG I2 919; CEG 
432): oç vuv òpxtiaxcòv tkxvxcov àxaAxó- 
xaxa rcaíÇp I xoxt xóôe .... (3) A kotyle 
of the late 8th century from Pithe- 
koussai ("Nestors cup") (SEGX1V 604; 
CEG 454): oç Ò" äv xoûôe 7tír|ai tcoxt|- 
píoi), aùxim Keîvov I l'uepoç aipf|oei 
KocAÀiax£(p(xvoi) A(ppoôixT|ç. (4) A 5th- 
century Attic kylix in Odessa (CEG 
464): íjôtmoxoç ícòXiÇ eiui <píÀ,r| rcívovxi 
xov oîvov. On the Dipylon jug and 
Nestor s cup, see in particular Heubeck 
1979, pp. 109-118. A selection of lyric 
tags on vases is printed by Page (PMG 
938); see further Csapo and Miller 
1991, pp. 381-382. Lowenstam (1997, 
p. 47) points out that, not surprisingly, 
lyric passages on vases tend to appear in 
sympotic scenes, but he and Csapo and 
Miller may be wrong to exclude from 

these examples a scene on an amphora 
in London by the Kleophrades Painter 
(British Museum E 270: ARV2 183, 
no. 15; CAVI 4545), where the words 
coming out of the bard's mouth, (bôé 
tcox' év TípuvGi, could well be lyric 
dactylo-epitrite; cf. Pind. 01. 10.30-32: 
ôótuaoe Kai keívodç 'HpaicAiriç écp' oôœ, 
I öxi jcpóoGe note TipvvOiov I ejcepaav 
ai)xco oxpaxóv. 

32. Gallavotti (1979, pp. 127-128) 
is right for several reasons to reject a 
reading of uoi as dative of possession: 
(1) although uoi can function like this 
with words such as y')vf| or xéicvov, 
nobody has a personal Muse in the 
same way; (2) a bard would not sum- 
mon a Muse only to be a passive wit- 
ness while he sings; and (3) there are 
too many parallel passages (as noted 
above) in which uoi is obviously to be 
taken with an imperative addressed to 
the Muse. Campbell (1993, p. 359) 
translates "Muse, I begin to sing for 
myself of fine-flowing Scamander," 
but the notion of singing for oneself is 
largely alien to Greek thought. For 
other attempts to save the syntax, see 
Lowenstam 1997, p. 45, n. 75. 
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Homeric Hymns (noted above) and the opening of the Little Iliad: "IÀiov 
óceíôco Kai Aap5avír|v é{mû)À,ov.33 

How can we explain this? Not by treating the vase as a medieval man- 

uscript and emending the text, as François Chamoux did when he suggested 
that for EYPQN Douris meant to write EOEYPQN = ecpevp' cov.34 It is true 
that scribes frequently make mistakes, and that some artists, who are either 
illiterate or simply do not care to take the trouble to spell words properly, 
write gibberish. The failure of syntax seen here, however, is an example of 
neither of these faults. Indeed, Douris shows himself to be literate on so many 
other vases that Immerwahr has even attempted a handwriting analysis.35 

Of the various proposals to save the syntax without conjecture, most 
involve dubious interpretations of the pronoun uoi.36 A different solution 
is adopted in the editions of Theodor Bergk and Ernst Diehl (followed 
recently by Jenifer Neils and John Oakley), who posit a pause after uoi, on 
the assumption that the poet has interrupted himself with the parenthetical 
phrase occupi . . . àeíôeiv (for which no parallel is adduced and for which no 
reason can be given), and that the expected imperative would have appeared 
in the following line.37 

Another reading of the scene is more likely than any of these: namely, 
that the composer of this awkward line is none other than the student shown 
on the vase.38 Douris, that is, has intentionally written the faulty verse as 
an example of poor homework. Actual examples of student work preserved 
on papyrus, wax tablets, and wooden boards show that, like their modern 
counterparts, ancient students could and did make mistakes of all sorts when 
copying out or composing Greek verses.39 Moreover, some student writing 
examples, not necessarily mistakes, consist of half-verses of Homer, which 
suggests that students had half-verses in mind.40 If so, then this particular 
student has put two of them together badly, combining and overlapping 
two lines such as those in passages a and b above.41 It cannot be the case, 
as argued by Kretschmer, that the student has joined the beginnings of 
two lines, since a line beginning àucpi Imuocvôpov éúppoov ap%o|j,' àeíôeiv 

33. Fr. 28 Bernabé (1987). Part of 
this line was scratched on both sides of 
a potsherd (the vertical line indicates 
the division between the two sides) - 
"Riov àeíôco Kai Alapôavír|v - at a date 
roughly contemporary with that of 
Douris's vase. See Dubois 1996, pp. 83- 
85, no. 42; Vinogradov 1997, pp. 385- 
390, pl. 15:2, 3. 

34. Chamoux 1970. Since ¿v is a 
forward looking monosyllable, the 
emendation does not violate Naeke's 
law, and Chamoux, followed by Lis- 
sarague (1990, p. 137), translates, 
"Muse, trouve pour moi sur la bord du 
Scamandre la matière initiale du mon 
chant." Nevertheless, this reading is not 
defensible. Since the verb éípeupíoicco 
("invent, discover") is transitive, it 
cannot easily be construed with àuípí, 
which Chamoux is forced to take in a 

local sense (as in Homer), ignoring the 
six parallel passages (quoted above) in 
which it stands in the first line and 
identifies the subject of the poem. Nor 
is there a proper explanation for the 
genitive cov, which Chamoux oddly 
construes with äpxoucu, leaving àeíôeiv 
unaccounted for. Furthermore, as Pa- 
lumbo Stracca (1994, p. 124) notes, the 
idea that the Muse, or the bard, is on 
the bank of the Skamandros at the 
moment when the line is recited is not 
a happy one ("bizzarro emendamento" 
is her overall assessment). See also 
Calarne 1989, p. 51, n. 24, for further 
criticism of the conjecture. 

35. Immerwahr 1990, p. 86. Bui- 
tron-Oliver (1995, pp. 41-45) discusses 
the inscriptions on Douris's vases; see 
especially pp. 44-45 for "spoken or sung 
inscriptions." 

36. See n. 32, above. 
37. Bergk (1882, p. 696) even sug- 

gests that the next line was something 
like Kai Oénoç (píXov via, rcapíaxaao. 
See Neils and Oakley 2003, p. 246. 

38. This suggestion has already been 
made by Calarne (1989, pp. 51-52) and, 
without argument, by Gallavotti (1979, 
pp. 127-128). 

39. Cf. Cribiore 1994; 1996, 
pp. 139-142. Examples of student 
writing exercises are gathered in 
Ziebarth 1910. 

40. See Cribiore 1996, p. 243, 
no. 291 {P.Ryl. Ill 545), which contains 
half-lines of Homer for students to 
memorize, a practice that would facil- 
itate faulty combinations. 

41. Cf. Calarne 1989, p. 52y for a 
slightly different way of describing 
what the student has done. 
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contains not only a minor and forgivable violation of Meyer s first law (a 
word beginning within the first foot ending between the two short syllables 
of the second), but also, far worse, a caesura at midline (after èúppoov), 
between the third and fourth feet, which is completely unacceptable and 
hence could not have been offered to the student as a model.42 

If this interpretation is correct, then the teacher is holding the text up to 
the student to point out his many mistakes.43 Perhaps he is doing so gently 
and with a sense of sadness, knowing that as long as there are students he 
will have to correct mistakes like this. Douris, however, is surely having 
fun at the student s expense, showing off the flaws in the composition for 
the amusement of his viewers.44 There are other intentionally humorous 
scenes on Greek vases: Douris himself, in the tondo of another drinking 
cup, has painted a drunken symposiast vomiting into a bucket - the humor 
of which becomes clear when one remembers that the image would have 
been invisible when the kylix was filled with red wine, and would have 
been seen only as the drinker tilted and drained his cup, a reminder of the 
dangers of drinking to excess.45 The joke is all the more pointed in that the 
exterior of the cup shows men drinking from kylikes just like the one on 
which the scene is painted, having clearly forgotten what may result from 
such fun. Douris's painting of a satyr balancing a sizable vase on the tip of 
his vertically erect penis was likewise surely intended for laughs.46 Carlo 
Gallavotti also finds humor ih Douris's inscription on a scene of a tergo 
lovemaking: f) tcocîç KafoV è'xe ííaoxoç ("the girl is beautiful; stay calm"), 
which, with the elision of ex', he reads as an iambic dimeter.47 The humor 

42. For the suggestion, see 
Kretschmer 1894, p. 106. 

43. Students probably did their 
homework mostly on wax tablets, 
although the exterior of a kylix by 
the Painter of Munich 2660 in New 
York (Metropolitan Museum of Art 
17.230.10: ARV2 784, no. 25; ca. 460 b.c.) 
shows two students, one on each side, 
holding papyrus rolls, along with a 
third holding a writing tablet. Interpre- 
tation is hindered by the fact that, in 
addition to the three students, two 
"teachers" shown on the vase are also 
children of the same age as the students. 
Nonetheless, one of the students is 
passing the roll over to the "teacher" in 
a way consistent with the idea that he is 
handing in his homework. In the tondo 
of another kylix in New York, by the 
Painter of Bologna 417 (Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 06.1021.167: ARV2 
908, no. 13; ca. 460-450 b.c.), two girls 
or young women are out walking hand 
in hand (to or from school?), one of 
them holding a papyrus roll. Perhaps 
students (maybe only rich ones) did in 
fact use expensive papyrus for their 
homework. If this is true, then the 

objection raised by Palumbo Stracca 
(1994, p. 125), that the student on 
Douris s vase would not have done his 
homework on papyrus, is not deter- 
minative. Furthermore, just as Douris 
had his own artistic reason for depict- 
ing a coarta transversa, so too, unable to 
write a legible text on a wax tablet, he 
would have felt free to depict it on a 
papyrus roll instead. 

44. For humor on vases in general, 
see Agard 1923; Hemelrijk 1984, 
pp. 151-152, 187-188; 2009, pp. 151- 
152; Mitchell 2009; Walsh 2009, 
pp. 32-34. Shapiro (1995, passim) 
notes many examples of the humorous 
use of inscriptions by vase painters, 
often at one another's expense. The 
work of Agard apart, the recognition of 
humor in Greek painting is very much 
a recent development; hence it is no 
impediment to my argument that 
earlier scholars such as Bergk, Diehl, 
and Page have failed to notice it on the 
vase discussed here. 

45. Vatican, Museo Gregoriano 
Etrusco 16561: ARV2 427, no. 2; 
Buitron-Oliver 1995, pp. 72-73, no. 8, 
pl. 5. For sympotic vomiting scenes, see 

Mitchell 2009, p. 90. For other vases 
on which the painting takes account of 
the wine within, see Lissarague 1990, 
pp. 112-115. 

46. London, British Museum E 768: 
ARV2 446, no. 262; Buitron-Oliver 
1995, p. 78, no. 84, pls. 54, 55. Cf. 
Johns 1982, p. 91 (on this scene in 
particular) and pp. 90-96 (for sexual 
humor in general). A similar balancing 
act also appears on a cup by the Am- 
brosios Painter (Boston, Museum of 
Fine Arts 01.8024: ARV2 173, no. 9; 
ca. 500 b.c.). 

47. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts 
1970.233: ARV2 AAA, no. 241; Beazley 
Addenda2 240; Buitron-Oliver 1995, 
p. 85, no. 233, pl. Ill; CAVI 2S22. See 
Gallavotti 1979, p. 128. Gallavotti is, 
I believe, alone in connecting the two 
phrases to create a line of verse; others 
consider the first to be merely a label 
and the second to be spoken by the 
man. Nor should he be followed in 
reading HIYXOI as tjctóxcuç, since the 
phrase exe (or uéve) tiouxoç appears 
several times in Aristophanes (e.g., 
Av. 1199, Thesm. 925 , Nub. 1244). 
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(from the point of view of a male viewer of the vase) lies in the idea that 
the girl, enjoying the act as much as the man, is moving too fast for him. 

If this interpretation of the schoolroom scene on the kylix in Berlin is 
correct, the homework assignment being judged here was primarily one of 
composition and writing; thus, speculation about the performance of the 
line (and of any that may be assumed to follow) and distinctions between 
rhapsody and citharody are irrelevant.48 The view that the scene is primarily 
a comic one also renders irrelevant the question of whether the line is drawn 
from a real, but no longer extant, minor epic poem. It is a student s poor 
attempt at epic composition, and as such is to be added to the list of ad hoc 
compositions on vases discussed above.49 Furthermore, since with only one 
exception Douris nowhere else inserts or omits sonants,50 we are now free 
to assume that the joke is not restricted to the flawed syntax, but extends to 
all of the student s mistakes, including the errant nasals as well as the forms 
Moîgoc (as alien to epic) and eupcov (points off for violating Naeke s law). 

48. Pavese (1991, p. 162, n. 12) 
argues for a citharodic frooimion, but 
see the remarks of Palumbo Stracca 
(1994, p. 121, n. 9). 

49. See n. 31. 
50. He writes Xaipéax<p>axoç on 

two early vases, but includes the rho on 
29 other vases with this name; see 
Buitron-Oliver 1995, p. 42. On the 

omission of mu, see the discussion of 
ócucpí, above, and contrast the spelling 
of Au(p[ixpixri] on another fragment 
(ex-Malibu, Getty Museum 81.AE.213, 
now returned to Italy: Buitron-Oliver 
1995, p. 74, no. 29, pls. 19, 20; Godart 
and De Caro 2007, pp. 110-111). 
Buitron-Oliver (1995, p. 42) judges 
Douris's literacy to be significantly 

higher than that of most of his con- 
temporaries. Note that a kylix in Paris 
(Louvre G 13S:ARV2 365, no. 61; 
CAVI 64S0) with the name A(v}pi- 
GToiéAjiç, although ascribed to Douris 
by Hartwig (1893, pp. 590, 595), is now 
attributed to the Tnptolemos Painter 
by Beazley. 
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